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Abstract
Currently, there is little information around the benefits of marketing, in respect to the
fine art profession. Artists are often averse to marketing due to personality type, lack of
marketing education, and the sporadic methods to success in the fine art industry. This
study examines the factors that help the career of the artist, with an emphasis on
marketing. Fine artists are interviewed to gather information qualitatively, and are further
analyzed to articulate the contributing factors to success. Overall, the data suggests
marketing as a beneficial implementation to the career of the fine artist, along with
support and motivation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The field of fine art is one of many marketing incongruities. Often, artists gain
recognition for differentiation in technique, while others pursue societal appeal.
Sometimes a combination of the two, Symbiotic Postures of Commercial Advertising
and Street Art articulates that “art mirrors the shared truths…embodies universal
fantasies, feelings, and thoughts1”. Whether the artist pursues a career for personal
fulfillment or for profit, the truth is that there is little information on success in this
profession. Marketing mechanisms implored have been very slightly discussed and
leave room for exploration. Hagtvedt and Patrick point out the influential power that art
inherently sustains, emphasizing its intrinsic ability to self promote2. The examination
of executed marketing strategy is currently inadequate, and the combination of
purposeful marketing with the innate marketing advantages of art has yet to be
thoroughly looked into. This study will examine the contributing weight that marketing
implementation holds on the success of the career of the fine artist.
Currently, success in the art industry is extremely unmethodical. How to
navigate through the industry to a path of success is unclear, undefined, and extremely

1

John F. Sherry et al., “Symbiotic Postures of Commercial Advertising and Street Art”. Journal
of Advertising 39.3 (2010): 113-126.
2

Henrik Hagtvedt and Vanessa Patrick, “Art Infusion: The Influence of Visual Art on the
Perception and Evaluation of Consumer Products”. Journal of Marketing Research (JMR). (2008): 379389.

1
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multidimensional. In establishing the fame of the artist, the factors of talent and product
differentiation were, at one point, more cohesive, and the way to become successful was
clearer. For example, the fine artist Claude Monet, known for his impressionist
paintings like Water Lilies and La Promenade, drew attention to his work by doing
something completely revolutionary3. Monet’s impressionist paintings were different
from the popular realist works of the time. His differentiation in technique and
incredible talent set him apart from other artists and attributed to his fame. Today, art
enthusiasts come across a fairly different body of work. Many artists become famous
for the shock value of the art, or the connections they have in the industry, but not
necessarily the talent. Mr. Brainwash, a pseudonym for the provocative figure Thierry
Guetta in the Banksy film Exit Through the Gift Shop, perfectly exemplifies an artist
widely recognized because of the shock value of his work and his connections in the
industry4. Initially, Guetta set out to make a documentary of street artists. After building
many relationships and becoming well-versed in street art, Guetta decided to sell his
own work. With the help of established street artists like Shepard Fairey and Banksy,
Guetta produced and sold a massive amount of shocking pieces. His friends in the
industry spread the word about his opening show, and even though he admittedly did
not make the art himself. While the truth in the story of Mr. Brainwash is widely
disputed, as some think he is a figure created by Banksy to exploit the mindlessness of
art buying, the sale and awareness of his work is real. The success of his work is
attributed to shock value and connections, and exemplifies why success in the art
3

“Claude Oscar Monet Biography,” Claude Oscar Monet- The Complete Works,
http://www.claudemonetgallery.org/biography.html (accessed February 1, 2012).
4

Exit Through the Gift Shop, prod. By Holly Cushing, Jaimie D’Cruz and James Gay-Rees, dir.
by Banksy, 87 min., Paranoid Pictures, 2010, DVD.
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industry is sporadic. While both Monet and Mr. Brainwash were selling innovative
work, Monet possessed talent, while Mr. Brainwash, self-proclaimedly, did not. This
incongruity in the method each artist took to success suggests the strange choices
currently made by the art industry in who to feature.
This chapter has introduced the importance of sifting through the cryptic nature
of success in the art industry. Because a specific method to become successful in the
industry is so unclear, this thesis will research whether the use of marketing is
beneficial or not. While the main focus of the study is marketing technique, factors
outside of marketing that contribute to the success of the artist will be acknowledged
and explored as well. The next chapter will look into different types of marketing and
examine the literature on artists, business, and success. Interviews with fine artists will
reveal marketing techniques and other factors that either help or hinder success. While
the actual interviews will not involve performing artists, previous studies of performing
artists and marketing will be examined based on the scant amount of data on fine artists.
Furthermore, the genre of performing art generally executes brilliant market strategy,
providing valuable data for this particular study. The methods and analysis of the study
on the success of the fine artist will then be discussed, and provide an insight to the
factors that help the artist. The final chapter will explicate results generated from the
study and provide insight for further research on artists marketing themselves.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
There is a plethora of discussion around artistry, marketing, and success, but
very little about a combination of these subjects. The lack of information may be due to
the scant amount of artists with business education, displeasure in the art community
towards business practices, and rarity of the fine artist as a recognizable figure.
Furthermore, the way in which the artist becomes successful differs greatly from one
artist to another, and differs even more when comparing artists of different time periods.
Because of the sparse amount of data on fine artists and marketing, literature on
performing artists will be examined to help support a hypothesis on the effects of
marketing. While performance art is different from fine art, the field of performing art
encompasses a large amount of marketing. More so, studying performing art will
provide insight and structure on how to study and analyze fine artists. Therefore, while
this thesis targets fine artists specifically, literature on performing artists will be
reviewed as well. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the pressing question, does
the artist become successful with the help of marketing? It will focus and define
different forms of marketing as well as factors that lead to success in a variety of artistic
realms.
Marketing Terms

4
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Firstly, marketing terms and success will be defined and explained in order to
create better understanding of the literature. By definition, marketing is an integral
component of a relationship between the supplier and the consumer 1. It is the strategy of
the seller for resource allocation in order to achieve a profit, however, the most
intelligent strategy is not effective if the consumer’s needs are not emphasized2.
The marketing construction of the “four Ps”, or price, promotion, product, and
placement, is a valuable method used to promote an entity. Empirical evidence on the
four Ps suggests great value and success when employed 3. Furthermore, companies trust
the four Ps paradigm in formal operational marketing plans. Not only is it easy to
remember, it is easy to apply. Matthew Wood presents the integration of the four Ps in a
social market situation. Price is the value at which the product is labeled, promotion is
advertising of the product to the consumer, product is the item created by the business,
and placement is the location at which the item is sold 4. The 4 Ps can be utilized in
terms of creativity, and are articulated in The Cambridge Handbook of Creativity as 6
Ps. Process, product, personality, persuasion, potential, and place all make for effective
market strategy5. Process is the creative mental mechanisms used during production of
art. Product is the artistic item created, and implies the level of talent or creativity that
the creator possesses. Personality greatly affects success, as it holds the realm of
1

Matthew Wood. "Applying Commercial Marketing Theory to Social Marketing: A tale of 4Ps
(and a B)." Social Marketing Quarterly 14.1 (2008): 76-85.
2

Ibid.
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Efthymios Constantinides, "The Marketing Mix Revisited: Towards the 21st Century
Marketing," Journal of Marketing Management 22, no. 3 (2006): 407-438.
4

Wood.
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James Kaufman and Robert Sternberg, The Cambridge Handbook of Creativity (2010): 489.
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intrinsic motivation, wide interests, openness to experience, and autonomy 6. Persuasion
implores the idea that creativity and products of creativity change the way others think.
Potential follows the previously discussed idea of intrinsic motivation, where the
creative person in question is flexing their full capabilities and effort towards a product.
Lastly, it places focus on the environment a creative person is in, as those who are
creative flourish where there are opportunities to explore, work independently, and be
supported for original thought.
Furthermore, the marketing of art as a product versus an experience is a battle
commonly tackled amongst fine artists and can be defined as one or the other through
articulation of marketing concepts. Explicated by Philip Kotler in A Generic Concept of
Marketing, the concepts of production orientation, product orientation, sales orientation,
and market orientation can be applied to the individual artist, whose level of success can
then be examined based on their utility of mass-market appeal7. Market orientation
implies full focus on the customer and product is accustomed thereto. Sales orientation,
a popular modus operandi of artists, focuses on making the product and then selling to
the consumer, leaving opinion up to buyer digression. Product orientation, another
popular marketing concept in the artist community, is the belief of the entity in product
superiority, and the consumer will presumably agree with the producer judgment 8. For
the simplification of examining artist concept used and the specialized nature of artwork
as a product, the concept of production orientation will be ignored.

6

Ibid.
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Philip Kotler, "A Generic Concept of Marketing," Journal of Marketing 36.2 (1972): 46-54.
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Success
What is success to an artist? As previous discussed in Paying the Piper- Study of
Musicians and Music Business, success is difficult to articulate when some implications
of success, like income or fame, are disassociated with integrity9. A study conducted by
Fischer, Pearson, and Goolsby on developing success measures for musical performing
groups looks at these bands subjectively and objectively in the forms of questionnaire
and analytical regression. First, bands were asked objective questions about reputation,
sales of recordings, and earnings per show as measures of success. Then, they were
asked more subjective questions about meeting their goals and generalized success 10.
Factored in was the Baldrige model of success, which uses the criterion of leadership,
strategic planning, customer and market focus, knowledge management, human
resource focus, process management, and performance results 11.
There is also a discrepancy of what success means to different volumes of
artistic facets. Home-based textile artists generally consider themselves successful
because they are getting enjoyment out of their work and are doing so from the home,
while fiscally there is a strong correlation between their business expertise and degree
of success12. The criteria of success for these artists is most likely shared among artists
engaged in other media, as artists are occupationally notorious for not making large
sums of money, but gaining fulfillment from the craft alone.
9

Robin Croft and Krzysztof Kubacki, "Paying the Piper: a Study of Musicians and the Music
Business," International Journal of Nonprofit & Voluntary Sector Marketing 10, no. 4 (2005): 225-237.
10

Caroline Fischer et al., "Developing measurements of success for performing musical groups,"
Journal of Services Marketing 24, no. 4 (2010): 325-334.
11
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Jum C. Nunnally, Psychometric Theory, 2nd ed (1978).

Susan S. Fiorito et al., "An Exploration Into Home-Based Businesses: Data From Textile
Artists," Journal of Small Business Management 36, no. 2 (1998): 33-44.
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A method to success and fame is modeled in Anticipating Artist Success,
Lessons from History, for collectors and other art buyers to determine who the next
great artists will be. The former director of the Tate Gallery, Sir Alan Bowness, says
there is a progression of four circles of recognition on the path to success13. Peer
recognition, dealer recognition, critic recognition, and public acclaim that
systematically create a famous artist. Bowness further suggests speaking to peers to find
the successful artists before they gain recognition14.
This study will look at success on a subjective and objective level. Artists will
be asked about their personal opinions of their level of success. Objectively, success
will be measured by amount of recognition when searched on the Internet. With
marketing and success defined, the next sections will discuss themes generated by the
literature that acknowledge possible benefits and detriments to the success of the artist.
Aversion to Marketing
A prevalent theme in the literature is aversion to the utilization of marketing.
The aversion to business among artists is a possible explanation as to why there is little
current discussion around art and marketing strategy. A dichotomy of fiscal gain and
integrity seems to lie within all types of artists, making the measurement of “success” a
taboo guideline. Musicians find marketing their music as an attack on band integrity in
Paying the Piper- Study of Musicians and Music Business15. There is a dangerous line
between sustaining product oriented strategy and market-oriented strategy, where

13

David W. Galenson, "Anticipating Artistic Success," World Economics 6.2 (2005): 11-26.

14

Ibid, 13.

15

Croft, and Kubacki.
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musicians make music for personal fulfillment and then sell it to the public, or make
music adjusted to the public demand and sell it accordingly. After many surveys and
questionnaires, the study found that musicians do not want association with marketing,
even calling it a brainwashing mechanism. Other artists found money to be a “poor
arbiter of taste: somebody brilliant can be noticed, but on the other hand its sad that
somebody who is useless at singing is making the same amount of money16”.
Additionally, economies of scale incur a loss for the artistic value in music 17. The gap
between mainstream music and lesser-known genres grows as music becomes more and
more market-oriented. For this reason, many musicians are unwilling to reach
agreement with music producers, agents, and studios, because it defies the music
community’s idea of integrity in the product18. Fine artists are much less visible to the
public as their product works as the brand images, while musical artists rely heavily on
personal image to promote a product. Therefore, fine artist’s aversion to marketing
imposes an even more extreme gap between the artist and mainstream society, as the
artist is often already unrecognizable to the public eye to begin with.
In contrast, some artists disregard public recognition as necessary in artistic
career development. Marcel Duchamp, a French artist of the early 20th century, secretly
worked in his New York City studio from 1946 to 1966 before presenting his obscure
piece, État donnés, to the public19. Famously defiant to public relationships, he worked
in isolation and championed the idea that the great artists of tomorrow will go
16

Ibid.

17

Ibid.

18

Ibid.

19

Michael R. Taylor, Marcel Duchamp, Etant Donnes (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
New Haven and London, 2009).
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underground. When some young artists had the opportunity to talk to Duchamp, they
inquired if there was any room left for avant-garde activity. He suggested they go
underground and not let anyone know they were working20. This hermit-like behavior
exemplifies a common antisocial thread among many artists, further explaining the lack
of desire to market their work. When the artist does not enjoy marketing, it may be
because self-promotion is regarded as a defiling practice or they have not been
recognized by the media yet 21.
Fine Art Publicity: the Complete Guide for Galleries and Artists articulates five
self-defeating attitudes that artists comfortably fall into22. There are the Seekers, who
hope someone else will appear to develop their career for them, the Jugglers, who try all
marketing strategies and succeed at none of them, the Thinkers, who are overwhelmed
by everything they should be doing to promote their career, the Procrastinators, who
wait until it is too late to implement market strategy, and the Loners, who believe they
don’t need any help and the work will promote itself 23.
In the how-to book Selling Art Without Galleries- Toward Making A Living
From Your Art, the term “hermiting” is negatively associated with the artist’s work, as it
isolates the artist from the value mechanics of the art market, which limits prices and
prestige24. Anti-hermiting pop art painter James Rosenquist is referred to as someone
who interacts with collectors and has propelled his work further by doing so. Well
20

Ibid, 25.

21

Ibid.
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Susan Abbott, Fine Art Publicity: the Complete Guide for Galleries and Artists (2005): 141.

23

Ibid, 142.
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Daniel Grant, Selling Art Without Galleries- Toward Making A Living From Your Art (2006).
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explained by the painter Frank Stella, there is a point when aversion to marketing is not
excuse enough. “I’m not particularly good at it, and I don’t particularly like doing it, but
that’s life. Someone has to sell pictures” 25. For Stella, networking is a fairly unenticing
activity. Nonetheless, he engages in it because it greatly contributes to sales. Often, as
exemplified by Duchamp and Stella, the artist’s mind is not accustomed to training
beyond the creative, so marketing is an unexciting notion. This distaste towards
marketing can ultimately be a detriment to success for the artist.
Experience Marketing
Experience marketing is considered an effective way to reach consumers in big
business and the realm of art. In Experience Marketing: A Review and Reassessment,
Mckechnie and Tynan describe an experience as “the affect or way in which an object,
thought or emotion is felt through the senses of the mind, and even the outcome of an
experience by way of skill26”. Inherently, art possesses an experiential component,
whether it be viewed in a gallery or taught in a classroom. The marketer will always
benefit from active customer experience, but has to recognize the wants and enjoyments
of the customer to be effective 27. In principal, this market-oriented approach is viable,
but not always employed by artists who are often product-oriented. The notorious
surrealist Marcel Duchamp used techniques to awake all five senses in exhibition shows
like Rrose Sélavy28. Visitors of the exhibition experienced three-dimensional structures

25

Ibid, viii.

26

Sally McKechnie and Caroline Tynan, "Experience Marketing: A Review and Reassessment,"
Journal of Marketing Management 25.5/6 (2009): 501-517, 503.
27

Ibid.

28
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with sexually warped mannequins and obscure notions of sadomasochism and sexual
violence. A tape recording of Adolf Hitler speaking to German soldiers played on
repeat, creating a multisensory and disorienting atmosphere29. Similarly, Thierry
Guetta, familiarly known as “Mr. Brainwash”, saw the success of Banksy and Shepard
Fairey in Exit Through the Gift Shop, and used similar experiential techniques to
capture an audience30. The street artists’ successes had come from graffiti art and
“tagging” buildings and public areas around cities. “Barely Legal”, a Banksy exhibition
in a Los Angeles warehouse, used elements of awe to engage the consumer. An
elephant painted to match the wallpaper of the warehouse sparked controversy and
addiction to Banksy’s work31. Seeing the success in wowing an audience, Mr.
Brainwash had a similar exhibition with obscure images and sensory stimulation. Mr.
Brainwash and Duchamp’s gallery shows exemplify use of experience marketing. This
type of exhibit along with the inherent experiential nature of art may factor into success
of the artist.
Internet and Media
Different from experience marketing is the concept of Internet and media
marketing, where there is little to no inter-personal interaction. Internet and media
marketing for artists is shaky ground to navigate. As previously mentioned, fine art in a
gallery or exhibition is a live experience, and the addition of a computer screen
arguably takes that element away. Meanwhile, technology has become a vital marketing
29

Ibid.

30

Exit Through the Gift Shop, prod. By Holly Cushing, Jaimie D’Cruz and James Gay-Rees, dir.
by Banksy, 87 min., Paranoid Pictures, 2010, DVD.
31

Ibid.
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tool for all types of business and practices. The three stakeholders in the fine art market,
artists, interior designers, and organizational buyers, express different levels of support
and concern for Internet marketing32. Organizational buyers neglect the Internet as a
method of finding pieces, while fine artists benefit from lower travelling costs when
trying to reach consumers. Interior designers benefit from buying art on the Internet, as
time is an important aspect of their work. Overall, the risk and security concern
associated with Internet art purchases, as well as difference in aesthetic from screen to
hand, overwhelms a willingness to buy pieces over the Internet33.
In terms of online social networks, online artist communities, and blogs, artists
receive great benefit. Greater visibility is gained in the marketplace, while blogs and art
communities surmount positive (or negative) discussion around art 34. Websites make
the artist current and accessible when speaking with potential consumers, allow for
industry awareness and connection, and create a platform to network from35. In the
music industry, musical artists see huge advantage from another Internet outlet- the
blog. Contrasting the normal method that art is sold, sound is sold through technological
means versus in person. Blogs made musical artists like Franz Ferdinand, Gnarles

32

Irvine Clarke III and Theresa B. Flaherty, "Marketing Fine Art on the Internet: Issues and
Ideas," International Journal of Nonprofit & Voluntary Sector Marketing 7.2.
33

Ibid.

34

Rosa Lemel, "Social Networking Tools for Marketing Fine Art," Allied Academies
International Conference: Proceedings of the Academy of Marketing Studies (AMS) 15.2 (2010): 31-34.
35

Nancy LaFever, "Expand and Enhance Your Business With the Internet," Crafts Report 36,
no. 414 (2010): 22-23.
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Barkley, and M.I.A. successful because they generated a dedicated fan base and were
easily accessible36.
Networking and Publicity
More interactive than Internet marketing, networking is a common marketing
technique. Often, it is a huge factor in the success of the artist. This merge of privacy
and the general public creates a conception of who someone is and a mood of
intimacy37. Elizabeth Jane Gardner was an American-born painter who successfully
marketed herself upon her relocation to Paris in 186838. Developing relationships with
French academics and art institutions helped her become recognizable in a completely
new environment. Networking within her own community of expatriates proved to be
beneficial as well, as she registered her name in the expatriate newspaper in Paris,
American Register, as an artist39. Using similar networking tactics, the street artist Mr.
Brainwash gained hype around his exhibit “Life Is Beautiful” by using contacts within
the street art community. Other street artists like Shepard Fairey and Banksy promoted
the show by publicly supporting it, and in turn more than 4,000 people showed up the
opening night40.

36

Steven McClung and Patrick O'Donnell,. "MP3 Music Blogs: Their Efficacy in Selling Music
and Marketing Bands," Atlantic Journal of Communication 16, no. 2 (2008): 71-87.
37

David Bromwich, "How Publicity Makes People Real," Social Research 68, no. 1 (2001):

145-171.
38

Charles Pearo, "Elizabeth Jane Gardner and the American Colony in Paris," Winterthur
Portfolio 43, no. 4 (2009): 275-312.
39
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Successful networking has been qualitatively measured and certain methods lead
the artist to greater levels of notoriety. In Sandpiles of Opportunity: Success in the Art
World, the artistic career as it transitions through networking webs and amount of
critical notice is examined. The data includes 159 photographers, and graphs social
space against time41. The results conclude that the most prominent artists have careers
with consistent blocks, or memberships in large, loosely knit groups, with weak ties
between member and others in the art world. Furthermore, artists who retain ties to a
subculture clique build relationships with other famous artists42. In Modeling Multiple
Relationships in Social Networks, a statistical model of multiple relationships that yield
understanding of drivers of multiplex relationships is created. The conclusion is that
friendship and communication create reciprocation43.
Overall, there is a prevalent trend towards the benefits of self-promotion, based
on the examination of artists who have achieved success by networking, and previous
studies on the paybacks of networking.
Market Research: Knowledge and Influence
Networking provides insight to the realm of people already in the industry,
implying a component of market research. According to Lubart and Sternberg in
Defying the Crowd, Cultivating Creativity in a Culture of Conformity, knowledge
fosters creativity so that contrarian ideas surmount, novel work is produced, highquality work is produced, and allows for greater mental focus on new ideas rather than
41

Katherine Giuffre, "Sandpiles of Opportunity: Success in the Art World," Social Forces 77,
no. 3 (1999): 815-832.
42
43

Ibid.

Asim Ansari et al., "Modeling Multiple Relationships in Social Networks," Journal of
Marketing Research (JMR) 48, no. 4 (2011): 713-728.
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the basics44. Therefore, knowledge assumes awareness of other artists work in the past
and present, insinuating that influence and knowledge are fairly in sync.
Bruce Mclean, a sculptor who attended the St. Martin’s School of Art in London
in the early 1960s, expressed his battle with the work of innovative sculptors of the past
in his 1971 performance, There’s a Sculpture on My Shoulder. He staggered about stage
as if there was a large weight on his shoulders, annunciating the influence of Henry
Moore on his own work45. While his performance is original, there is obvious influence
of another artist. Mclean has clear knowledge of the past and present of the performing
art field, and is successful because of it.
While Mclean used influence of a past artist to help his performance, some
joined together to work, ultimately learning about other current artists. William Rudge,
a leading practitioner of fine printing in the early 20th century, forged partnerships with
the leading print designers of his age. These designers inspired dynamic new design,
and distinguishing his work from those produced from old models46. By working
together, they were able to be innovative and successful.
Another artist eager to learn from other current artists was Elizabeth Jane
Gardner. Gardner found value in learning the ways of male painters in Paris, as they
accounted for the majority of successful artists at the time. For women in 1868, formal
art education was extremely limited, so Gardner developed relationships with French
academics and art institutes. Emulating an image of a successful male painter, Gardiner
44

Todd I. Lubart and Robert J. Sternberg, Defying the Crowd: Cultivating Creativity in a
Culture of Conformity (1995).
45

Jo Applin, "There's a Sculpture on My Shoulder: Bruce McLean and the Anxiety of
Influence," Sculpture Journal 17, no. 2 (2008): 102-115.
46

Karen Nipps, "The Cover Design," Library Quarterly 75, no. 3 (2005): 372-374.
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even illustrated herself posing in her studio. Her efforts proved helpful, as she later
became a well recognized artist 47.
As articulated by Galenson, “since the time of Impressionists, great artists have
almost without exception merged from groups of artists working together48”. Influence
and awareness of past and present artists are knowledge of the industry. For Mclean,
Rudge, and Gardner, learning about the industry proved to be a powerful
implementation and catapulted their successes. However, in order to fully gain
awareness of the industry, motivation is imperative. The next section will talk about the
importance of hard work, and provide examples of individuals who have benefitted
from being motivated.
Hard Work and Motivation
“To go beyond mere potential and be creative, one needs to be motivated...”
– Lubart and Sternberg.
Motivation is a trait that can be applied to fields beyond artistry, and is generally
acknowledged as a huge factor in achieving success. Intrinsic motivation leads to a
greater level of accomplishment, due to attachment to the artistic work and enjoyment
in what is being worked on49. More so, the creative person can only exert valiant work
when motivation is present. According to the Function Model of the Creative
Personality, brain characteristics of cognitive, social, motivational, and clinical traits

47

Ibid.

48

Galenson, 14.

49

Mckechnie and Tynan.
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allow for creativity in its full potential50. The aspect of the motivational trait is further
explained as a want to persist in a creativity activity until success is achieved 51. A
highly motivated individual, Elizabeth Jane Gardner sacrificed a great deal of time from
her family, driving her to prove her artistic efforts worthy. Furthermore, she arrived in
Paris with very little money, so the desire to make an income was motivation of life or
death52.
There is also a social demand for creativity that greatly attributes to intrinsic
motivation and success in artistic endeavors. There are times when a culture or political
environment calls for innovation, which is theoretically a product of creativity53. In the
creative change model presented by Puccio, Murdock, and Mance (2007), a step-by-step
structure leading to creative change describes a method at which innovation is
reached54. The interaction of a person, process, and environment results in a product.
Then, adoption of this product leads to a creative change.
Internally, the environment of the home will greatly change the development of
a creative person, as parents who were creative, or expose their children to diverse
experiences, often have creative children. Additionally, parents who were nonrestrictive induce creative independence 55. In regards to external motivation, the next
section will divulge more deeply into components that motivate the artist. Overall, the
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literature has shown that motivation is imperative to an artist’s career, allowing for full
potential creativity, and success.
External Motivation
Often an external environment, or social situation, that motivates the artist,
combined with the manifestation of avant-garde artistry, produces a successful artist.
For example, World War I posed a time of great instability and opportunity for
innovative ideas. Coco Chanel took advantage of this when creating clothing designs
for women. In 1914, Chanel opened her first shop, when dressing ostentatiously was
considered “démodé”. However, her revolutionary style, represented by feminine
freedom and attitude, made her wildly successful56. The time called for revolution, and
her styles represented revolution. Chanel became an extremely successful designer, and
is widely recognized to this day.
Another artist who used the environment of societal instability as a means of
expression was Charles Sheeler. Sheeler, a photographer and painter during the Great
Depression, became successful from his culmination of innovative images that evoked
sentimentality and nationalism57. Low spirits that lingered from the Great Depression
were uplifted by Sheeler’s new methods of creativity, and made him successful58.
In the respective field of music, Led Zepplin modernized artistry. Initially, the
group created music to please the young American fan base, averaging between the ages
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of 15 and 2459. Zepplin’s music drew from American Blues traditions and modernized
American culture. After achieving popular acclaim, the band shifted energy and
generated a Celtic identity60. Songs were not just about women anymore, but
everything, and the Celtic vibe gave the music a magical overtone. The albums Zoso
and House of Holy had no words all together, making the band stand out in originality
from the lyric-filled rest61. In the political turbulence of the 1960s and 70s, some
considered the band a threat to gender and society, as they wore feminine clothing and
sported long hair 62. This radical identity and modern sound provided something to the
public that had never been heard before, and ultimately led them to fame.
A contrast to the success of artists during times of innovation is failure during
times of stagnancy. When there is a void of social acceptance, failure can occur. In the
1980s, the emergence of Black Art expounded a battle of acceptance of the art and
societal domination. There was a boiling frustration with the majority race, leaving
room for expression and creative militancy. However, in The Success and Failure of
Black Art, Rasheed Araeen argues that art is produced for a dominant part of society,
and attaining success as a minority is nearly impossible 63. The legitimization of critical
radicalism was completely dependent on institutions of art, and when the institutions
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stopped accepting Black Art, recognition ceased. The art was not being received by the
whole of the public, and went uncelebrated.
Failure in art can also occur from not incorporating innovation, even during
times of political turmoil. National cultural and economic conditions fuse a nation to
modernity, establishing a postmodern morale 64. A relative scenario is the Irish nation’s
lack of successful artists. The independent Irish nation arose from Catholic nationalist
conservative rebellion, so modernization within this traditionalist persistence would
have severed culture from art. The focus on maintaining traditional values recessed
Ireland artistically, and room to be aesthetically innovative was lacking.
Overall, a society that demands ground-breaking expression generates
successful artists. The artist can fail, however, due to the social circumstances, further
proving the benefit a particular external environment can have.
Conclusion
For the purpose of this study, I am going to define fine artists as painters,
drawers, photographers, and sculptures. Fine artists are different from musicians,
dancers, actors, and other performing artists in the marketing sense. Fine artists do not
normally interact with the public- the artwork does. However, the performing arts are
popular in modern culture, with recognizable sounds and images attached to songs or
movies, and many different media outlets cater to connecting the public and the art.
Therefore, this study will use structures and methods from previous studies on
performing artists to further research fine artists. Additionally, the plethora of data on
performing artists will help this subject study, which currently has a small amount of
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data. This void in literature about fine artists and marketing could be due to the forums
of galleries and museums, where they are featured, with little to no media attention. Art
in all expressive forms is powerful media naturally, and the extra persistence of
motivation is presumably extremely effective. This study will examine motivation,
marketing technique, marketing knowledge, industry knowledge, and innovation, along
with any other themes that may arise from interviews, in relation to success.
Additionally, I am going to define success as public recognition, objectively,
and the artist’s perception of their own level of success, subjectively. Public
recognition, the fourth and highest cycle of artist success, is one component of success I
will examine 65. I will do so in an Internet search and compare the number of web pages
that surmount. Interviews will determine the artist’s subjective opinion on their personal
successes. The combination of the subjective and objective analysis will determine how
well an artist is doing in their respective careers.
Not only can business sense be good for the artist, but artists in the business
environment can be monumentally beneficial. In competitive environments, businesses
gain strategic advantage and “collaboration with artists allows these firms to intercept
and to interpret emerging cultural phenomena and consequently to anticipate the trends
of the future66”. As consumers look for brands that enhance their own identities, artists
become key players in product innovation. Artistry is even described as powerful, and a
method to selling a philosophy67. In 1985, Andy Warhol painted his own Absolut
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Vodka bottle and changed the interpretation of the brand all-together. The new
advertising concept, Absolut Art, became a signification of artist prestige as the painted
bottles represented original personalities. Furthermore, major companies such as
MasterCard, Gillette, and Coca-Cola Company have established entire units devoted to
creative experience marketing that focus on the “symbolic, hedonic, and aesthetic
nature of consumption68”. Artists have the crucial originality of viewpoint that is in high
demand within the business world, proving artists have the capability of a relationship
to marketing. Sometimes the relationship is unrequited, however, but should be mutual
to propel the artist’s career.
Presumably, marketing is an extremely beneficial implementation to the career
of an artist. More specifically, components of networking, market knowledge,
experience marketing, and orientation are estimated to be beneficial. Inherently, artwork
is an experience for the indulging onlooker, and experience marketing is what many
companies strive for when interacting with customers69. Art possesses a natural
advantage to the consumer as attention has been drawn to experience marketing over
the last 15 years. Artists like Marcel Duchamp and Charles Sheeler embody ideal forms
of success through product experience. Furthermore, building relationships with art
galleries and dealers is important, as they determine the price and sale of artwork as
well as the artist’s reputation and place in the market70. Utilization of market techniques
is only the tip of the iceberg, as motivation compels the artist to be successful in the first
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place. Selling to the public is a learned skill that major corporations, entrepreneurs, and
business people develop over time. I argue that artists can and should if they want to
excel and promote their work.
Furthermore, knowledge through education, peer influence, and past influence
seems to expound success. In 1989, Hayes found that 10 years of musical study was
imperative to creating masterful symphonies for 73 out of 76 composers71. Great bands
like The Beatles underwent decades of practice by covering popular music and then
creating their own72. Starting in 1960, The Beatles averaged 400 shows a year,
perfecting showmanship, song writing, and instrumental skills. Innovative songwriting
occurred in the third stage of the artists’ career, after the first stage of covering other’s
work and the second stage of producing their own work73. Knowledge proved valuable
to The Beatles, and presumably does to fine artists as well.
Hopefully, this study results in a clear understanding for aspiring artists on how
to pursue and excel in their careers. With anticipation, findings of different marketing
mechanisms will ensure success, so those in fear of utilizing these techniques will be
more at ease with business tactics. After analyzing artists of the past and artists of
today, proof of positive or negative results from marketing may change the artist’s
aversion to it. The goal is to help the aspiring artist so that the path to success is easier,
clearer, and less frightening. The question of whether marketing helps the artist become
successful will be answered and analyzed qualitatively. This study will be conducted
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with the estimation that marketing strategy, motivation, and knowledge do promote the
career of the artist.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the sample spoken with and the process of gathering
and analyzing the data, as well as the interview questions and reason for them. Very few
studies have been previously done to examine the subject at hand qualitatively. While
there has been a lot of information surrounding the benefits of marketing utilization in
firms and corporations, little has been inspected surrounding fine artists specifically,
and the benefits of marketing. Performing artists have, however, been researched many
times with respect to marketing. Because the field of performing art is a form of art, I
will use similar research tactics executed in the performing arts marketing studies and
apply them to my own study. After reviewing the literature on all types of artists and
marketing in the previous chapter, Chapter III will examine the advantages and
disadvantages of interviewing artists, as well as the method of the study on artists and
success through use of marketing.
There are many ways to conduct research qualitatively in order to gain better
understanding of artistry and the advantages or disadvantages of marketing. The method
used to study artists and success was the qualitative interview. Many studies on
performing artists and success are done with the use of interview, and a few on fine
artists use similar technique. Interviewing these individuals proves to be advantageous
in the quality of data obtained, as the artists are providing first-hand, personal accounts
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of their lives and use of marketing. This information is not necessarily recorded in data
sets or text books, unless the artist has written a biography. There are some
disadvantages, however, to conducting research in this manner. Due to the introverted
personality of some artists, discussed in the previous chapter and later discussed as a
barrier to success, information can be hard to extract. Furthermore, discussing ones
success is a personal topic, which can lead to skewed information. Subjective
information obtained is helpful, however, as it is one of the only methods to gaining
understanding of the artists’ lives, but is explicated from their single vantage point. This
is the disadvantage of qualitative research, but is an effective method to gain further
understanding of how artists become successful.
Since there is a sparse amount of qualitative research on this particular topic,
this study will engage in qualitative examination. To obtain data for the qualitative
research, eight individuals were interviewed and are either current fine artists or
affiliated with the gallery business. Seven of the individuals are artists and one has
developed galleries. Some of the subjects are well-versed in the business of art and selfmarketing, while others were apprehensive and frustrated with the industry. All seem to
agree, however, that marketing yourself, no matter what tactics are used, is beneficial in
attaining success.
The Sample
Initially, I hoped to interview fine artists and gallery owners to gain perspective
on artists’ marketing attempts, and how they were accepted by the receiving end, that is,
the galleries. Unfortunately, I could only interview one gallery owner. The difficulty in
reaching gallery owners as well as the time constraint forced a limit on the number of
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people I could speak to. Furthermore, seven fine artists were interviewed, and more
would have been given a greater time period. A couple of the artists interviewed were
artists shown in the same. I have personally seen the shows of these few artists, and
wanted my knowledge of their work to positively enhance the interviews. Few of the
artists were referred by the other artists already interviewed, and others were found
locally. The local artists were found by research on the Internet and looking into
galleries in the nearby area.
Method
To obtain data for the qualitative research, eight individuals were interviewed.
Seven of the individuals are fine artists and one has established a few galleries. One of
the fine artists has made a business of teaching others how to market themselves while
sustaining a career as a portrait artist, and referred me to some of the other artists
interviewed. Some artists had a great deal of knowledge of marketing and enjoy it,
while others expressed frustration with it.
Each of the participants was e-mailed the interview questions prior to the
interviews for purposes of preparation and assurance of comfort with the questions. One
interview was conducted via e-mail, based on the interviewee’s time limitations, while
the rest of the interviews were done over the phone. The shortest interview lasted
eighteen minutes, while the longest lasted one hour and thirty-one minutes. The content
of the phone interviews varied greatly, depending on the digression from the interview
questions sent prior to the interview. The majority started conversationally to make the
interviewees comfortable, transitioned into the set questions given, and digressed into
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technique and more conversation. The others began and ended right along the path of
the questions given, with little conversation outside of the task at hand.
Phone interviews were recorded via WebEx, a web conferencing website, and
stored a total of 5.25 hours of conversation. The shortest interview was 18 minutes,
while the longest was 91 minutes, which averages to about 45 minutes per interview.
Each interview was then transcribed using Dragon Dictate Software. The software
processed the raw data into word format. The processing often misinterpreted words, so
manual listening and transcribing were also performed.
After all of the interviews were transcribed, they were read three to four times
each, to get a proper grasp on the congruities and incongruities between each artist’s
interview. Then, the interviews were coded into 15 themes, or patterns that emerged
from the subjects discussed. The 15 themes were then whittled down to 12, for sake of
relevancy. The themes are creativity from youth, education, motivation/ hard work,
networking, teaching, support, competitiveness, market research, the snowball effect,
filling a niche/ difference in style, general marketing, and orientation. The next chapter
will analyze each theme more thoroughly and enforce an idea of what factors benefit the
career of the artist.
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TABLE 3.1
Contact Information
Code

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Name

B.B.

P.V.

C.S.

E.S.

S.F.

J.T.

K.S.

L.D.

Career

Fine
artist

Fine art
gallery
founder

Fine
artist

Fine
artist

Fine
artist,
writer

Some

Yes

Fine
Artist,
teacher,
writer
Yes

Fine
Artist,
dancer

Use of
marketing

Portrait
painter,
teacher,
writer
Yes

Some

Yes

Yes

Some

These seven artists and one gallery founder have a great level of expertise within
the fine art industry. I have found all of the artists utilize marketing technique in one
way or another. The variety of opinion and marketing knowledge lend to a great pool of
information that explicate the artist’s method to success. Furthermore, the incongruities
in the method to success in the art industry are highlighted by the frustrations with the
industry itself. Apart from the gallery founder, there is little variance in the specificity
of the careers of the fine artists, and many work in other fields as well. While all of the
individuals expressed use of marketing in one way or another, the amount of marketing
ensued into their lives varied. The ones who fell under the category of “some”
marketing, like sample A, E, and H, expressed less effort in their marketing attempts.
For example, A, E, and H all sent images of their work to galleries, but would often not
physically go and meet people at the galleries. The reason for A, E, and H to not
network themselves varied from dislike of socializing to recent successes, or a lesser
need to promote themselves at that specific time. The extra step of face-to-face
networking, further examined in the next chapter, proves to be monumentally helpful to
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the artist. While these artists A, E, and H did mention acts of networking, the mentions
of not networking are so largely detrimental that I categorized their respective use of
marketing to “some”.
Interview Questions
To preface the interview, I explained over e-mail and phone the research being
conducted to give the interviewees a sense of the conversation I was looking for and
comfort with the questions being asked. Also, the questions were given to them before
the interview, via e-mail. The purpose of this was to allow the artists to prepare if they
wished, as well as gain a further level of comfort with the interview process. The first
part of the interview was purely conversational for the sake of easing the individual into
the interview, which could then enhance the quality of the interview’s content. When
the interaction moved from conversation to questioning, I first inquired about the time
when the artist first decided to become an artist and why they did so. This would
usually lead to discussion on the level of education reached and life after their highest
respective levels of education. The structure of questions moved from artistry to
business here, as I inquired about the process or life experiences the artists went through
to make a living off of their work. The greatest mention of marketing happened here, as
artists would talk about their first attempts to promote themselves, what worked and
what did not. This also produced a theme of motivation and hard work, as the level of
perseverance was clear from road blocks like rejection and poverty. Conversation often
moved to specific jobs outside of fine art and the move towards professional fine art.
When the interviews digressed, the majority of the time was discussion around
technique of the work and family life. Technique gave insight to the orientation of the
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work, while family life highlighted the theme of support, and its importance. If the artist
holds the profession of teaching simultaneous to their current career, that would be
discussed cohesively with mention of family. The interviews that did not digress were
purely questions, due to the interviewees’ level of focus on completing the interview.
Ultimately, the questions were fairly similar for each artist, but differed depending on
where the conversation went. Overall, themes emerged from the conversations, relative
to the specific questions asked.
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TABLE 3.2
Interview Questions
Themes

Question

Creativity from youth



When did you decide you wanted to be an
artist?

Education



What did you study in school? Did you ever
take any business or marketing classes?

Perseverance
Support



What motivates and inspires you?

Marketing
Networking



How do you promote your work?

Orientation
Snowball effect



How did you pursue being an artist?

Teaching
Competitiveness



How have you sustained a living?

Filling a niche



What is your process in creating your art?

The questions were, for the most part, the same, but differed for every interview
depending on where the conversation went. However, general themes emerged from the
questions asked. Conversation about life experiences and opinions surfaced, as well as
the importance and use of specific marketing techniques. Furthermore, opinions and
frustrations with the industry gave insight to the disparity in an artist’s method to
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reaching success. The following chapter discusses the results from these interviews as
well as an analysis of the data obtained.

CHAPTER IV
DATA AND ANALYSIS
Many studies on performing artists and corporations have suggested that
marketing is beneficial to any entity as a whole. For example, the popular music group,
The Beatles, harnessed market knowledge to enhance the band’s career1. By perfecting
the craft and learning through performing covers of previous musicians work, they
greatly enhanced their success2. Based on the previous research on the benefits of
marketing in other fields, the data attained from interviews was expected to lean in a
similar direction, and does. The results of the interviews show that marketing is a great
help to the artist, and the more effort put into marketing, the greater the reward.
Obvious tribulations of money, time, and personality seem to greatly deter or direct the
artist towards success, as speculated in the interviews and further discussed later on in
the chapter.
This chapter will present the results from the eight interviews conducted over
the phone and via e-mail, and discuss the themes that surfaced. The questions extracted
answers about marketing techniques like process, promotion, place, and product, as well
as market-orientation versus self-orientation. Furthermore, notions of success in the art
industry are addressed and lend to further understanding of why there is little
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information on the combination of artistry and marketing. Themes of youth, education,
motivation/ hard work, networking, teaching, support, competitiveness, market
research, the snowball effect, filling a niche/ difference in style, general marketing, and
orientation emerged from the interviews. Each of these themes will be further analyzed
in level of productivity towards success and whether they help or hinder the efforts of
the artists.
Creativity From Youth
Initially, the subjects were asked the reason they decided to become artists
professionally, to find out if creative ability gave them an advantage in building a
career. Assumedly, being talented and having inherent capabilities in art give the
individual advantages in production and success. After asking the interviewees about
the first time they knew they wanted to be an artist or be involved in the art business, an
outstanding majority claimed enjoyment of the craft at a young age. Contact F explains,
I think that the easy answer is that I've always wanted to be. And I can
remember specific times when I was 4, 7, 12, 30, and then by the time I
was approaching 40 I started actually getting serious with that thought
and all and then when I was 44.
For this individual, creativity was something always prevalent. It was not until later
years the decision to professionally be an artist was made. Again, Contact D mentioned
always wanting to be an artist professionally.
Professionally, I guess as early as fourth grade, I knew the drawing was
what made me different or made me special and I wasn’t always the best
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so there were often one or two kids who were better than I was, and I
wanted to be the best.
While the decision to be an artist professionally was made at different times in each of
the artist’s lives, all exhibited an interest from a young age. An artistic ability was
spoken of as an innate characteristic. For example, Contact A explained,
… It was something I was good at, art was second nature to me. It just
came naturally and I enjoyed being good at it.
Furthermore, Contact H validates similar inherent creative tendencies.
I was a creative kid from day one. I remember sitting in the mud and
pushing it around to make designs with my fingers- it’s always been a part
of me.
The outlier of response was from a gallery owner, who does not actually participate in
fine art itself, but has established a few galleries in the United States. He explained
interest in business more so than art.
Overall, the artists expressed their own affinities towards art, starting from
youth. The decision to be an artist professionally varied per person, but the underlying
desire to create was always there. Having creative abilities from a young age prove to
be an advantageous and prevalent factor in an artist’s success, relative to this sample of
artists interviewed. Furthermore, a knack for the arts leads each artist to schooling that
accordingly relates. The next section will explore the education level and field of each
interviewee, and how it factors into the success of their respective professions as artists.
Education
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Asking artists about their education was designed to discover the benefits of
having a bachelor’s and/or master’s degree in specific fields of art. The benefits could
be connections, fundamental learning skills, insight from a business of art class. The
results showed that the majority of the artists continued onto a higher artistic education
in their pursuit of a career. Contact C, who teaches classes on marketing one’s self as an
artist, talked about an education in art and business.
I actually ended up having a bachelor’s degree in fine arts but a minor in
business administration.
Contact C, as a businessperson and artist, received a bachelor’s in the specific field she
incorporates into her current profession. Similarly, Contact B engages in painting and
collage. Therefore, he went to school specifically for arts and crafts, and received a
bachelor’s degree. Furthermore, Contact E uses a lot of different media when producing
art, and specifically enjoys sculpting.
In high school I always hung out in the art department…I got one of the
last MAs in Sculpture. Then it was a general degree, my BA was in Art
and my MA was in Sculpture.
Contact B, the gallery owner, received an education relative to his current career as
well.
My college educational emphasis was on Accounting, Finance and
Business Administration. Having a triple major of which many courses
overlapped, it’s pretty obvious that I took a significant number of business
courses.
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The education these contacts sought after specifically relates to their current
occupations. A few of the other artists sought a more general education in fine art,
which had no correlation to the age at which they decided to become an artist
professionally. Something that did arise from the discussion around education was
expression of financial frustration, indicating a barrier to entry in becoming an artist. As
many careers need higher education or certification to become established, being an
artist seems to divulge similar requisites. Contact D explains,
I pretty much applied to art school on my own, and I only applied to two. I
just happened to get really lucky because I lived in Massachusetts, and
Mass Art is probably the only publicly funded art college in the country.
This particular artist was limited to the number of schools he could apply to, due to fees
and financial limitations. Options for education were less for this individual as a result
of his financial circumstances. The level of his success was no less than the other artists,
but the expressed level of hard work was greater. This could indicate a possible need for
a greater level of effort for the artist who is financially limited. Overall, each artist
received at least a bachelor’s degree, and some went further and got their masters in art.
The overwhelming majority with an education suggests that education is a great benefit
to success. The next section will discuss the importance of motivation and hard work,
and attribute related to education as well as the other contributors of success.
Hard Work and Motivation
Out of all of the factors influencing the success of the artist, motivation and hard
work were regarded as some of the most vital in terms of career establishment. Each
artist spoke of drive, especially during hardships, which helped their successes. Contact
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D expressed how low the lows are when pursuing a career as an artist, and how
important it was to be perseverant.
Pretty much the years between graduation from college and 30 was rough.
Really crappy jobs and painting in your basement or in freezing cold
barns. That was pretty typical if you do what visual artists do. You had to
not give up, you have to keep doing it and focusing on the work…
Similarly, Contact H explains,
It’s this mentality like, work three jobs to buy new materials, or don’t use
hot water so you can travel to show work. Eat, breathe, and sleep your
work is really the only way to do it.
Amid unfavorable working conditions and jobs, determination to be a fine artist pulled
these artists to success. Others mentioned artists with talent equal to or greater than their
own, not making it due to a lack of perseverance. For example, Contact E mentions,
…I must say to you that there are plenty of extraordinary artists in the
world but the issue of perseverance is huge. A lot of the people I went to
school with kind of fell by the wayside. So the issue of talent sometimes is
not an issue at all, it’s an issue of perseverance and, you know, if you want
this thing bad enough to continue through poverty, the thick and the thin.
You know, that makes a lot of difference.
Perseverance is addressed as a factor outweighing natural talent in terms of career
establishment in fine art. Most of the stories extracted about hard work came from
inquisition about the artist’s pursuits to be successful after college. One artist got her
bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts with a minor in Business Administration, then worked in
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health care to pay bills and support her family before becoming a full time artist.
Another artist, Contact F, worked in design for many years before getting fired. In order
to support his family, he devoted countless hours to painting every day and perfecting
his artistic abilities.
I committed to painting outdoors two hours a week because I knew I could
do that. And that was pittance, but anyone that is doing anything two
hours a week that is difficult is tremendous. It taught me that I had to do it
whether I felt like it or not, whether I had to work to find the time. And two
hours a week after 6 months started to show what I was learning. And it
took me out of talking about it and put me into actually doing something
about it. It was an important lesson for me to learn before I was ready to
say I was ready to make that commitment.
While each interviewee expressed certain barriers in their respective pursuits to
success, the level of hard work, motivation, commitment and perseverance was
always the solution to a problem. Ultimately, motivation and hard work prove to
be consistently vital attributes to success. The next section will talk about the
extroverted act of networking, and how motivation to succeed breaks down a
common barrier of introversion.
Networking
Networking, a self-promotional marketing tool, proves to return success more
than not networking at all. Many of the artists, like Contact F, mentioned getting into
galleries through friends or people they met.
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With the Vail gallery, a friend of mine who is a successful artist, been
doing it for over 20 years, making more money than I am, went to Vail and
said, ‘I'm interested in you guys representing me,’ and they said, ‘Thank
you, we love your work, but we're not looking for your type of work. What
we're actually looking for is an emerging landscape painter who can paint
large paintings of Colorado. Do you know anybody?’ and my friend told
them they had to call me.
This particular artist benefitted from a friendship with a fellow artist, who was generous
enough to refer a gallery to him. The other artists repetitively talked about their overt
efforts to communicate with galleries to make their work visible, amidst aversion to
socializing. Contact D exemplifies such difficulty with this.
I would just go out to galleries and start asking questions, like how to
apply for a show, and I did everything myself. I am not an extrovert at all,
and I taught myself how to do that. It is hard to market yourself if you are
an introvert. I had to force myself to be a little bit bold and to talk to
people.
Being an extrovert, while difficult for some artists, is seemingly beneficial. This artist
persevered through his introversion, and reaped benefits afterwards. Contrastingly,
Contact E talked about her frustration with the power put into the hands of the gallery
when asking for their business.
I went to a couple of galleries and they were very snotty, you know, I
would bring my slides in, and I said, ‘I don't like this, bump that!’ They'll
have to come to me. Now that's my philosophy. That's only my philosophy
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because there is a certain power in people coming to you. When you have
to come to them, they’re in the driver’s seat. And I don't want to tell you
you should do this for you, because this is my own personal thing. Most
people do it another way but this is what worked for me. I feel it's just the
issue of power, and if they come to you, you have the power. You go to
them, they have the power.
This particular artist asserted a concern not previously anticipated. There is a great deal
of pride often associated with the artist’s work, and as Contact E explained,
relinquishing the pride is difficult. While this artist currently networks less than the
others, she did express networking more in her earlier years.
Overall, networking seems to be extremely effective in the efforts towards
success. While one artist mentioned not networking now, she did express efforts of
networking when first establishing her career as an artist. Furthermore, an aspect not
previously reviewed is the relationship and reputation built with galleries after a
showing. The networking that leads to a gallery show results in an extremely beneficial
relationship and a loudspeaker to the rest of the artistic community. The gallery proves
to be a vital component in the artist’s work being visible to the community and other
galleries. In the next section, the theme of the “snowball effect” will be touched upon to
explain the success phenomena.
The Snowball Effect
After networking, specifically with a gallery, the artist’s work is more visible.
Once visible in a gallery, the artist gains easy marketing from a greater number of
contacts and opportunities to promote the work. The exponential expansion of
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marketing that often occurs after one showing can be metaphorically defined as a
“snowball effect”. Contact E explained her benefit from being shown in a gallery.
Well, I'm invited to shows and when I'm invited to exhibit, that leads to
something else, and then you wait for something else. It's always helpful to
have a network but sometimes people just see your work and they are
familiar with it and then they put forth an invitation.
Another artist referred to visibility in a gallery as free marketing, because the public,
other galleries, and buyers see your work. Magazines sought out Contact F after seeing
his work, and published personal interviews.
…I ended up getting interviewed and publicity was free because it was
editorial content for their magazines, and yeah the gallery buys some ad
and advertises. That augments the promotion so that people see it in the
magazine more than just once. It might be listed on three different pages
plus the article. So it's a lot of bang for the buck, and you have a lot of
work to show. It's not like I only have one piece to show you, here you're
presenting a body of work. Then serious collectors, the market, can come
and look and say, I am getting an idea of what this person does.
A reputation is established as well, which creates excitement around the art. The public
gets a sense of the artist from the level of prestige that the gallery holds, as well as the
artist’s body of work. Furthermore, this snowball effect is a perfect example of the
experience marketing that propels reputation and visibility. Once a relationship with a
gallery is established and a body of work is shown, the artist’s level of visibility
increases. Effort to market the work decreases due to the public’s increased level of
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interest. The snowball effect is monumentally beneficial to the artist, and is a real
catalyst in becoming successful.
Teaching
Not previously anticipated, a surprising amount of artists interviewed
simultaneously have an occupation in teaching art. One artist proclaimed that the best
artists are teachers, based on the level of practice and knowledge of fundamentals that
teaching art surmises. This theory coincides with the idea of market knowledge.
Understanding and perfection of the artistic craft are examples of knowledge of the art
market, and are reinforced by teaching it. Another artist, Contact C, teaches seminars on
the business of art as well as portrait painting.
I teach a series of painting skills as well as business skills, so portfolio
development, understanding of market, pricing your work, client relations,
portfolio development, kind of an array of things that people really need to
do if they're going to be serious about trying to market themselves. Also, I
developed a business plan specifically for the portrait painter.
Her work ethic and dedication to marketing are clear in the manifestation of her
business growth. Another explanation for the large number of artists who
simultaneously teach is the need to financially support themselves and/or their families,
insinuating the inconsistency of the artist’s income. Contact D expresses,
I decided to get my teaching certification, which I never wanted to do in
college. But you get older and need to pay the bills and tried it. It paid to
talk about the thing I love doing. I don’t think I’ll ever give up education.
It’s too much a part of who I am now.
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Whether the artist teaches for an additional source of income or not, the act of
teaching is an additional benefit to the success of the artist. Teaching supports
knowledge of the field, which has proven beneficial. The next section discusses
examples of market research and knowledge, and how it benefits the artist.
Market Research
Market research is a brilliant way to successfully market oneself. Knowledge of
an industry furthers capability to succeed in an industry. Many of the interviewees, such
as Contact F, mentioned researching the field in order to participate in it.
…So my taste has been informed over the years by the work I did beforehand,
the experiences I had working with other professionals positioned me and
prepared me to be a professional as a businessman, as an artist. So I'm not an
amateur, I'm not a novice.
There is a sense of confidence and greater functionality when the artists mention market
research. Getting a grasp of where they fit artistically and knowing the right people to
connect with are some of the benefits noted of market research. Contact H explains,
I had always gone to museums and I think I learned a lot about style and
painting in general. Seeing current painters and classic painters, you get
an idea of what you like and what you don’t and where you fit.
Knowledge of artists before and artists now seems to benefit this particular artist’s
practice. Every artist expressed confidence gained from intelligence of the field
they participate in. The overwhelming prevalence in the interviews of knowledge
in the art industry suggests market research is beneficial to the success of these
artists. As Contact H mentioned, market research helps the artist grasp where they
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fit in the industry. The next section will talk about the benefits of filling a niche,
or the fit of the artist in the art market, and difference in artistic style.

Filling a Niche- Difference in Style
Most of the artists spoken with did not allude to a shock value in their work, but
did mention the particular originality of their work as an attribution to their successes.
Contact A says,
The trompe l’oeil style is definitely different. You don’t see it a lot out
there. But I enjoy it. It’s tedious but I enjoy it. And I like that it’s set me
apart.
The value of difference in style for this artist is great, as it makes him noticeable.
Another example of the importance of filling a niche is Contact F, who was asked to be
in a gallery because he paints a specific type of work one gallery was searching for.
In shows you have to find where you see yourself fitting in, and you don't
have to worry about it. I'm still sure exactly where I fit in, but I'm doing
the work. I'm different, I know I'm different than a lot of landscape
painters and that's good. So Vail is wonderful in that I'm the only
Colorado landscape painter that paints landscapes for them.
This artist’s particular style worked perfectly for the niche the gallery needed filled.
Furthermore, there seems to be a sense of confidence gained from differentiation.
Contact G prides herself in the difference of her work compared to others.
People like my work because it is different. I think everyone is looking for
different.
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Being different benefitted the majority of the artists, and awareness of the art market
through market research enabled differentiation.
Support
The next section will discuss the theme of support, and how it lends to the
success of the artist. The topic of support often came about in conversation when
talking about rough parts of the artists’ lives. Contact D spoke of a particular art teacher
who inspired and emotionally supported his work in high school.
I had a pretty extraordinary teacher my freshmen year of high school. I
have always been interested in science and writing and literature, but I
think what pushed me over the edge away from science and towards visual
art was that visual art seems to do a better job of allowing me to study
everything. I guess that teacher was so professional and such an
academic, he was the first actual academic I’d ever met. And I guess the
allure of it and I thought of it as what made me special.
This teacher not only steered him towards becoming an artist professionally, but was an
outlet of inspiration. Other artists referred to the emotional support of the family as a
huge attribution of their successes. For example, Contact E said,
My husband was very understanding and very supportive, and that
support has sustained me throughout my career.
Similarly, Contact F commended a spouse as a reason for the success of their
career.
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…My wife is one hundred percent into this and she's always encouraged
me, and I wouldn't be doing it if it wasn't for her support, so it is a
together thing.
This emotional support along with hard work is beneficial in the success of the
artist. As discussed earlier, many of the artists mentioned the road towards
success as a difficult one. Motivation accounted for a great amount of the success
achieved after rough times. Emotional support provides an extra cushion during
the hardships which keeps the artist from give up and pushes continuing pursuit in
their careers.
Because being an artist is a heavily incongruent income stream, and the support of
others is seemingly necessary for continuous dedication and effort on the artist’s part.
Competitiveness
Competitiveness is a theme brought up less in the interviews than some of the
other themes noted, but regarded as quite interesting based on its motivational qualities.
For a few artists, having a sense of competition directly syncopates with the theme of
motivation and drive to succeed. When asked about art as a child, Contact D explained,
…I knew the drawing was what made me different or made me special and
I wasn’t always the best. So there were often one or two kids who were
better than I was, and I wanted to be the best. So having them to chase
was helpful.
This need to be the best produced a hardworking individual, motivated and driven to
succeed in the art industry. The other artists, however, did not express an equivalent
knack for competition, but more of an affinity towards hard work and dedication.
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Furthermore, the gallery owner, Contact B, expressed a great level of competitiveness
when approaching not only the art industry, but anything.
…I’m inspired to do well by my underlying passion to achieve at whatever
I undertake. To reach the finish line in front of others, to win at what I do,
to create, change and adapt to business challenges facing the Fine Art
Gallery industry.
The want to be the best works compatibly with motivation and hard work, and results in
successful establishment of the artistic business. Only one artists spoke of support in a
financial sense, provided by her parents. Contact H explained,
I was fortunate enough to have a huge amount of support from my parents.
They backed me up emotionally, financially, and just helped me out when I
was young and struggling.
The financial support Contact H mentioned is a great frustration expressed by many of
the other artists, as wealth increases the barrier to entering the art market. A lot of the
artists’ struggles derived from financial instability, suggesting the benefit of inherent
wealth.
Orientation
It was previously assumed that one type of orientation of the art would be more
helpful than another. After gathering information from the interviews, this idea was
negated. In terms of product-orientation, sales-orientation, and market-orientation, the
artists did not have a like pattern. The portrait artist, Contact C, is primarily marketoriented, as her art is custom produced for each client.
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…the art I create for people, the portraits, are not art for me. It can be shared
vision. And I do some art for pleasure but my portrait practice is not about me
and I understand it’s not about me, it is about having that person walk by the
wall every day and having them say, ‘I'm so glad she did that’.
Another artist, Contact E, is completely product-oriented, and makes her work
according to her own feelings or need for expression.
Sometimes there is something that I need to express, you know, some
emotion, some concern, and then I go and find the material that will allow
me to fully express that. And yet there are other times when I'm just
fascinated with a particular material and that stimulates me to explore
that material. And usually once I decide on materials, I ask them what
they want. So if I’m using clay, I would unite work with it and then to see
where it took me as opposed to a pre-conditioned idea of what I wanted
from the material.
Not one type of orientation stood out from another in terms of success- each artist found
their respective successes using their own methods.
General Marketing
The next section will discuss miscellaneous marketing techniques the artists
spoke of in the interviews. Each artist expressed miscellaneous marketing efforts that
proved to be helpful. Contact F mentions,
I was doing local art walk shows, I sell small paintings there. I was trying
to have a lot of different irons in the fire to make the business pay. That
gave me good experience.
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Meanwhile, he went on to express his struggle with the Internet, and how much effort
to dedicate to it.
For me I see Facebook as being a very interesting thing but I do not spend
time, hardly at all, on Facebook because I don't have time for that. So my
marketing efforts usually are more enabling. Yes, I have it on my list to
redo my website after six years, but haven't touched it except to update
images and the status of images and events.
While he does have a website, there is definite apprehension around the use of it and
other online marketing opportunities, such as Facebook. Attempts at the Internet were
few but present, and often created during the launch of the career. The snowball effect
may account for the lack of Internet use, as great amount of marketing happens without
the effort of the artist once work is shown. As discussed in the literature review, the
nature of selling art is an experience, and often digital imagery does not project the full
detail of the work.
Future Improvements
Interviewing artists to gather data around marketing proved to be extremely
informative. However, the small pool of people interviewed and the arbitrary
insinuation of the word “success” made analysis difficult and limited. The first part of
this section will discuss the ways an artist can improve their level of success using
marketing techniques, justified by data gathered. The second part will discuss why it is
difficult to accurately articulate a recipe for success in the art industry.
After interviewing, coding, and analyzing themes, the themes were often found
to working both independently and cohesively. The themes of perseverance/ hard work
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and competitiveness propel the career of the artist independently and together.
Furthermore, networking, filling a niche, a “snowball effect”, and general marketing
methods are clearly beneficial for the artists spoken with. As previously theorized,
introversion poses a problem for the artist’s career because networking is imperative.
The artist who spoke of being an introvert insisted the need to break out it, as speaking
with galleries and other artists is absolutely necessary in order to sell work. After doing
so, his work ended up in galleries, and his efforts paid off. Having motivation and
perseverance can push the artist out of introversion, benefitting their career. Themes
generated around the personal lives of the artist- creativity from youth and supportwere prevalent topics of the interviews. However, these aspects are fairly
uncontrollable, and therefore can not really be recommendations for artists looking to
become successful. Furthermore, the orientation of the artistic product did not
particularly matter. The artists respectively oriented their work differently, and the
discretion did not result in different levels of success.
Teaching and market research are also themes generated from the interviews
that work together. As Contact D mentioned,
…some of the best artists that I know, especially in Boston, almost
everybody teaches. I don’t think it’s that way in most disciplines. If you
can’t do it, teach it, and visual art is completely the opposite.
There is a level of knowledge gained from teaching, and a perfection of technique.
Awareness of the artistry performed and constant practice that arise from teaching are
ways of researching the art market. In other senses, market research is helpful to the
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artist as it builds awareness of galleries and other artists within an area. How they can
differentiate their work, need be, and fill a niche, is a benefit of market research.
After gathering and analyzing the data, there is difficulty in concretely
producing a recipe for success for artists. Overall, the artists proved that marketing is
beneficial to their respective careers. However, the level of success is extremely
subjective to the individual artist, as income level is not the sole factor. Pride and
satisfaction in the work produced is also a measure of success to the individual. More
so, it is difficult to fully conclude, but strongly impose, that marketing is helpful for the
artist. The pool of subjects spoken with was small and fairly homogeneous in terms of
level of success. The artists spoken with have marketed themselves, which was to their
advantage. Unfortunately, no artists were interviewed that have attempted to market
themselves and still unsuccessful. This lack of subject data emphasizes the benefit of
marketing, but may exaggerate its advantages based on the small amount of people
interviewed.
This chapter has presented the results of a qualitative study. Eight individuals
were interviewed. The limited number of artists spoken with shows a lack of diversity
in results. However, results do point benefits in utilizing marketing techniques when
developing the artist’s career. In the upcoming chapter, a conclusion of the study will be
looked at, as well as suggestions for further research and a detailed description of
limitation

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This chapter will summarize the research conducted, as well as discuss the
limitations and suggestions for further research. The use of marketing to propel success
for a business is a topic often studied, but rarely when matched with fine art. This study
looked into the positive or negative effects marketing may have on the career of the
artist, and if it proved advantageous to becoming successful. This thesis was designed to
reveal if marketing technique is indeed beneficial, and to begin to bridge the gap
between artists and marketing.
Findings
The qualitative analysis incorporated eight individuals who were interviewed.
The interviews were then transcribed and coded to generate themes in the research.
There were a number of variables contributing to the success of the artist, and only a
few proved insignificant. Unanimously, marketing techniques like networking, filling a
niche, and market research proved beneficial. Inherent traits like hard work, support,
perseverance, and knack for creativity assist the artist as well. The particular orientation
of the art, whether it is product oriented, market oriented, or sales oriented, did not
really make a difference in this particular pool of people studied, but could in a larger
sample size. Furthermore, many of the variables work symbiotically, so that one
variable would relate and support another. For example, networking often stemmed
55
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from hard work in breaking out of introverted tendencies. Networking lead to a
snowball effect, so that self-promotion lead to greater levels of marketing, without the
artist doing anything.
Most of the findings from the research are unswerving from the literature on
how the artist becomes successful and if marketing helps. Sternberg found that
knowledge through education, peer influence, and past influence greatly strengthens the
career of artists like the Beatles (1994). Many of the artists spoke of researching the art
field before fully diving into a committed career as an artist. Furthermore, a large
majority of artists teach, which provides continuous practice and constant perfection of
their own talent. More variables generated by the research that support the literature are
motivation, passion, and hard work as attributors to success. Intrinsic motivation,
according to Kaufman and Sternberg, is vital in the flourishing of creativity (1995).
Every artist spoken with had a passionate pursuit for a successful career, and was
intrinsically motivated to do so. This motivation is linked to a break away from
introversion, which is presented in the literature as a possible inhibitor to success.
Networking is an act of extroversion, and is also linked to the literature as a positive
career effort. Networking not only proved to lead to success, but presented itself as one
of the most vital factors in career establishment.
Possible Limitations
The greatest limitations of the study were the homogeneity and small pool of
people interviewed. Only seven artists and one gallery owner were interviewed. A
greater number of people spoken with could have resulted in greater support or discredit
of the variables examined. All of the artists have established careers, which presents a
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problem in validity of the marketing techniques utilized. A sample of artists who are not
successful but are trying to be would give integrity to the beneficial marketing tactics
examined and whether they propel the success of the artist. More interviews with
gallery owners would give insight to what a gallery usually looks for when showing an
artist, and what marketing tactics grab their attention the most. Ultimately, a greater
number of interviews from a more diverse group of artists and gallery owners would
provide stronger evidence to the benefits of marketing.
Future Research
There have been very few studies conducted on the success of the artist and the
use of marketing. The results from this qualitative research provide many helpful ways
an artist can further their career. The general themes of networking, market research,
and motivation prevail as prominent qualities of a successful artist, and can provide
insight for further studies. After conducting the interviews and reviewing the literature,
the disparity of information on artists and marketing is clearly an issue. All intrinsically
motivated individuals, the artists learned to market themselves through hard work.
Most, however, had little guidance on a surefire way to establish a successful
occupation. The information from this study should benefit the artist and other future
researchers on how to fully succeed in the art industry. A future study could build upon
the hypotheses and general data extracted from this one by interviewing a more diverse
sample of artists and gallery owners. A greater perspective would be gained on what a
gallery looks for and the components of establishing a profession as an artist that do not
work.
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Final Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to look at how an artist becomes successful and if
marketing is helpful. It is designed for the artist who wants to push their career forward
but may not know where to begin. The scarce amount of research on the combination of
business and art suggests the foundation this thesis provides for future inquiry.
Furthermore, the research in this study suggests the use of marketing as advantageous.
Marketing methods are highlighted that could potentially promote the artist and help in
their professional advancement. After examining the literature, artists who lean towards
introversion may need to step out of their comfort zone and network. After looking at
the data, networking prevails to be the most helpful marketing tool, and is a controllable
effort to career development. Networking can lead to a snowball effect, in which more
networks are built upon the one made and free publicity ensues. More uncontrollable
factors like emotional support, creativity from youth, and intrinsic motivation can not be
decisively applied to a career, but the awareness of their favorability can be helpful. The
many factors indentified in this research are useful, but more research would provide
concrete evidence and clues to the success of the artist.
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Appendix A
Interview Responses
Themes
Creativity From
Youth

Contact
J.T.

S.F.

B.B.
E.S.

L.D.

Education

C.S.
C.S.
S.F.

J.T.

E.S.

Quote
I think that the easy answer is that I've always wanted
to be. And I can remember specific times when I was 4,
7, 12, 30, and then by the time I was approaching 40 I
started actually getting serious with that thought and
all and then when I was 44.
I remember in elementary school they had a lovely
little assembly and I made a dog out of clay and they
had me speak about my dog. So it was something I
have always yearned to do.
It was something I was good at, art was second nature
to me. It just came naturally and I enjoyed being good
at it.
Professionally, I guess as early as fourth grade, I knew
the drawing was what made me different or made me
special and I wasn’t always the best so there were
often one or two kids who were better than I was, and I
wanted to be the best.
I was a creative kid from day one. I remember sitting in
the mud and pushing it around to make designs with
my fingers- it’s always been a part of me.
I have always drawn and painted.
I actually ended up having a bachelor’s degree in fine
arts but a minor in business administration.
In high school I always hung out in the art
department…I got one of the last MAs in sculpture.
Then it was a general degree, my BA was in art and my
MA was in sculpture.
I went to art school, and I was going to go into
architecture in high school because I had aptitude for
math and in art and I thought well hey, architecture.
My first year of college I took an art history class for
the year and it was there that I learned a lot about art
and cultural in history and how it's all tied together
with the people, what they thought, you know it was an
expression of the all different cultures.
I pretty much applied to art school on my own and I
only applied to two. I just happened to get really lucky
because I lived in Massachusetts, and MassArt is
probably the only publicly funded art college in the
country.
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B.B.
P.V.

Motivation
/Hard Work

C.S.

S.F.

J.T.

E.S.

K.S.
L.D.

I did the college thing, got my BFA at the California
College of Arts and Crafts.
My college educational emphasis was on Accounting,
Finance and Business Administration. Having a triple
major of which many courses overlapped, it’s pretty
obvious that I took a significant number of business
courses. I took no art classes of any nature and have
never taken an art class.
I guess the first thing is that you have to be willing to
work at this craft many, many, hours over many, many,
days over years and not get discouraged because it is
not an overnight sort of thing and the type of work that
you can become better at your entire life.
I must say to you that there are plenty of extraordinary
artists in the world but the issue of perseverance is
huge. A lot of the people I went to school with kind of
fell by the wayside. So the issue of talent sometimes is
not an issue at all, it’s an issue of perseverance and,
you know, if you want this thing bad enough to
continue through poverty, the thick and the thin. You
know that makes a lot of difference.
I committed to painting outdoors two hours a week
because I knew I could do that. And that was pittance,
but anyone that is doing anything two hours a week
that is difficult is tremendous. It taught me that I had to
do it whether I felt like it or not, whether I had to work
to find the time. And two hours a week after 6 months
started to show what I was learning. And it took me out
of talking about it and put me into actually doing
something about it. It was an important lesson for me
to learn before I was ready to say I was ready to make
that commitment.
Pretty much the years between graduation from college
and 30 was pretty rough. Really crappy jobs and
painting in your basement or in freezing cold barns.
That was pretty typical if you do what visual artists do.
You had to not give up, you have to keep doing it and
focusing on the work, not the fame.
You will find yourself up all night working, burning
that midnight oil, and it’s grueling and you’re tired but
you’re doing what you love.
It’s this mentality like, work three jobs to buy new
material or don’t use hot water so you can travel to
show work. Eat, breathe, and sleep your work is really
the only way to do it.
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Networking

E.S.

C.S.

S.F.

J.T.

Teaching

E.S.

Even in grad school, we had professional development
seminar, even at that level you get advice like “take up
smoking part time” so when you go to a gallery
opening you can hang out with the smokers and get to
know people.
I would just go out to galleries and start asking
questions, like how do I apply for a show, and I did
everything myself. I am not an extrovert at all, and I
taught myself how to do that. It is hard to market
yourself if you are an introvert; I had to force myself to
be a little bit bold and to talk to people.
So tools like being able to write, being able to speak to
a group, understanding how to connect with a clientand if people aren't comfortable with that, the things
that people can do might include taking a Toastmasters
class or a sales seminar on trying to understand which
client is asking what they need in order to be able to
say, yes, I'd like to do this.
I went to a couple of galleries and they were very
snotty, you know, I would bring my slides in, and I
said, I don't like this bump that! They'll have to come to
me. Now that's my philosophy. That's only my
philosophy because there is a certain power in people
coming to you. When you have to come to them they’re
in the driver’s seat. And I don't want to tell you you
should do this for you because this is my own personal
thing. Most people do it another way but this is what
worked for me. I feel it's just the issue of power, and if
they come to you, you have the power. You go to them,
they have the power. So I just met people and you
know shared who I was and my work and I met some
wonderful people in New York.
With Vail, a friend of mine who is a successful artist,
been doing it for over 20 years, making more money
than I am, went to Vail and said, ‘I'm interested in you
guys representing me,’ and they said, ‘Thank you, we
love your work, but we're not looking for your type of
work. What we're actually looking for is an emerging
landscape painter who can paint large paintings of
Colorado. Do you know anybody?’ and my friend told
them they had to call me.
I decided to get my teaching certification, which I
never wanted to do in college. But you get older and
need to pay the bills and tried it, it paid to talk about
the thing I love doing. I don’t think I’ll ever give up
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education, it’s too much a part of who I am now.
C.S.

S.F.
Support

P.V.

E.S.

J.T.
S.F.
L.D.

Competitiveness P.V.

E.S.

Market

J.T.

I teach a series of painting skills as well as business
skills, so portfolio development, understanding of
market, pricing your work, client relations, portfolio
development, kind of an array of things that people
really need to do if they're going to be serious about
trying to market themselves. Also, I developed a
business plan specifically for the portrait painter.
I taught art, children's art out at the Pasadena
Museum, which is a wonderful place.
Once settled in Aspen my wife at the time desired to
have a business that she could enjoy having been a stay
at home mom for 12 years. Being supportive, I agreed
to help her open the gallery and that became the
beginning of my exposure to the business of art.
I had a pretty extraordinary teacher my freshmen year
of high school. I have always been interested in science
and writing and literature, but I think what pushed me
over the edge away from science and towards visual
art was that visual art seems to do a better job of
allowing me to study everything. I guess that teacher
was so professional and such an academic, he was the
first actual academic I’d ever met. And I guess the
allure of it and I thought of it as what made me special.
My wife is one hundred percent into this and she's
always encouraged me and I wouldn't be doing it if it
wasn't for her support, so it is a together thing.
My husband was very understanding and very
supportive and that support has sustained me
throughout my career.
I was fortunate enough to have a huge amount of
support from my parents. They backed me up
emotionally, financially, and just helped me out when I
was young and struggling.
I’m inspired to do well by my underlying passion to
achieve at whatever I undertake. To reach the finish
line in front of others, to win at what I do, to create,
change and adapt to business challenges facing the
Fine Art Gallery Industry.
I knew the drawing was what made me different or
made me special and I wasn’t always the best so there
were often one or two kids who were better than I was,
and I wanted to be the best. So having them to chase
was helpful.
We lived in New York City for while and we would go
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Research

to museums and it wasn't until we had a family that we
moved outside of the city. But We were pretty aware of
art through museums and galleries and just felt like
that's something I wanted to do.

S.F.

E.S.
L.D.

Snowball Effect

S.F.

J.T.

E.S.

So my taste has been informed over the years by the
work I did beforehand, the experiences I had working
with other professionals positioned me and prepared
me to be a professional as a businessman, as an artist.
So I'm not an amateur, I'm not a novice.
It is amazing, people were just strolling down the street
in New York and they would give me advice about the
galleries and which gallery person was honest and
which one wasn't, which one would mess with you and
so on and so forth.”
I had done biographies on artists and things like that,
so I had already done some investigating.
I had always gone to museums and I think I learned a
lot about style and painting in general. Seeing current
painters and classic painters, you get an idea of what
you like and what you don’t and where you fit.
Well I'm invited to shows and when I'm invited to
exhibit, that leads to something else, and then you wait
for something else. It's always helpful to have a
network but sometimes people just see your work and
they are familiar with it and then they put forth an
invitation.
All of a sudden I had a gallery that said let's do a oneman show. It is a great thing when you're ready. I saw
that as a great marketing thing because the gallery
called a couple magazines, locally and nationally, and
said “we're doing a one-man show with this person”. I
ended up getting interviewed and publicity was free
because it was editorial content for their magazines,
and yeah the gallery buys some ad and advertised.
That augments the promotion so that people see it in
the magazine more than just once. It might be listed on
three different pages plus the article. So it's a lot of
bang for the buck, and you have a lot of work to show.
It's not like I only have one piece to show you, here
you're presenting a body of work. Then serious
collectors, the market, can come and look and say, I
am getting an idea of what this person does.
It’s almost always been that you know someone and
they see your work, or they see your work from one
place and they offer you something, and then another
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person sees your work and they offer you something.
In shows you have to find where you see yourself fitting
in and you don't have to worry about it. I'm still sure
exactly where I fit in, but I'm doing the work. I'm
different, I know I'm different than a lot of landscape
painters and that's good. So Vail is wonderful in that
I'm the only Colorado landscape painter that paints
landscapes for them.
The trompe l’oeil style is definitely different; you don’t
see it a lot out there. But I enjoy it. It’s tedious but I
enjoy it.
People like my work because it is different. I think
everyone is looking for different.
I teach a series of painting skills as well as business
skills, so portfolio development, understanding of
market, pricing your work, client relations, portfolio
development, kind of an array of things that people
really need to do if they're going to be serious about
trying to market themselves. Also, I developed a
business plan specifically for the portrait painter.
Smart marketing, so you have your business cardthat's the old way of doing things, but now how are you
going to market yourself using the web and how will
you market yourself in 2012 in a way that’s smart. Not
too much of your effort is going to come before the
eyes of the right people. For me I see Facebook as
being a very interesting thing but I do not spend time,
hardly at all, on Facebook because I don't have time
for that. So my marketing efforts usually are more
enabling. Yes, I have it on my list to redo my website
after six years, but haven't touched it except to update
images and the status of images and events. I'm trying
to think of what the mix of how to put in 15% of my
time that I should spend in marketing. Where do I get
the most bang for buck? Well if I get a one-man show,
that is a big bank, because the gallery is going to invest
in the one-man show because they want people to come
and know about it.
I was doing local art walk shows, I sell small paintings
there. I was trying to have a lot of different irons in the
fire to make the business pay. That gave me good
experience.
You just have to get yourself out there. Magazine ads,
sending out slides. I’ve tried the Internet thing.
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The art I create for people, the portraits, are not art for
me, it can be shared vision. And I do some art for
pleasure but my portrait practice is not about me and I
understand it’s not about me, it is about having that
person walk by the wall every day and having them
say, I'm so glad she did that.
Sometimes there is something that I need to express,
you know some emotion, some concern, and then I go
and find the material that will allow me to fully express
that. And yet there are other times when I'm just
fascinated with a particular material and that
stimulates me to explore that material. And usually
once I decide on materials, I ask them what they want.
So if I’m using clay, I would unite work with it and
then to see where it took me as opposed to a preconditioned idea of what I wanted from the material. I
kind of dance with it and so we work together to see
what it wants to say.
My market is primarily easel paintings to residents, so
different shows have different collector bases, different
people. That's just part of the business. You have to be
marketing.
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